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ABSTRACT 

We give a simple parton derivation of the 

free-field light-cone (LC) commutators of·Fritsch 

and Gell-Mann. We show that the light-cone singularity 

comes. directly out of the parton propagator and that 

the matrix elements of the bilocal fields can be 

directly related to the break-up of the proton. The 

question of gluon interactions is briefly discussed. 

LBL-590 -2-

1. INTRODUCTION 

Theoretical interest in the properties of current commutator 

near the light-cone has been greatly increased by the experimental 

verificationl of the Bjorken scaling
2 

phenomena in deep inelastic 

electron scattering. In the Bjorken scaling limit the amplitude is 

controlled by the structure of the electromagnetic current commutators 

near the light-cone. Fritsch and Gell-Mann5 assumed that the algebra 

of current commutators on the light-cone (LC) possesses the structure 

abstracted from the free quark model. For the commutors of the local 

currents they proposed 

x ((if b a c 
d b )[8 R V ~(o,x) + iE R A ~(O,x)] 

a c !-LvCXf-' c !-LvCXf-' c 

and 

X ((if b - d b )[8 NR A ~(O,x) - iE V ~(O,x)] a c a c !-LV""\-' c !-Lv(X~ c 

+ (if b * d b )[8 (XR A ~(x,o) + iE R V ~(x,OJ]) a c a c !-LV f-' C !-LvCXf-' c 

where fabc,dabc are 8U
3 

structure constants 

and the bilocal currents in the quark model are given by 



A a(x,y.) 
[.I 

q(x) ;a Y[.I q(y) 

q(y) is the quark field. 
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Th.e large number ·of equivalent sum rules one can write from 

3 4 1 . 

the parton' model and from the light-cone algebra leads one to 

suspect that there is a simple direct connection between the two. In 

this note we formalize the reiationship between the two models by 

deriving free field LC commutators from the parton model. The 

importance of such an approach lies in being able to translate the 

physical assumptions underlying one model into the assumptions of the 

other. 
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2. DERIVATION AND THE RESULTS 

We start with the usual parton Picture3 in Fig. 1, in the __ 

frame where the proton momentum goes to infinity. We are going to 

restrict ourselves to the Bjorken scaling region in this paper, 

namely q2 --') -00, with 
2 w = -q /2q·P = fixed. In this· particular 

picture, we find: 

W 
1 1m T 

[.IV 2rc [.IV "-

re rm{f, PN ~ J ~["" Y SF(q + xP) Y ~~ l} [! V 

where P
N 

is the probability that there are N partons,. M. -"].,i 

the amplitude for the break-up of a proton of momentum pinto 

(1) 

is 

i 

partons by a current of momentum q, and SF is the Feynman propagator 

for a spin· 1/2 parton of momentUm q + xp in the momentum space, 

x is the fraction of longitudinal momentum carried by the parton which 

interacts with the current. Notice that M. contains spinor ."]., i 
+ :., .. 

indices; if the partons were spinless, then M .. M. . would correspond 
-·l,~-"].,~ .. 

to fi(X) in the usual parton notation. 

Since 1m SF(q + xp) 

all masses) we find: 

.. ..-. 2 
rc(i + ~) 5(q + 2xp·q) 

where 

W 00 
[.Iv 

L Tr (Y[.I (li : wE) Yv r~ Tr(r
j

"}7l.) 

j 

N 

L + 
l\,il\,i 

(negiecting 

(2) -
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where we have integrated over x and ha.ve inserted the complete set 

of 16 gamma-matrices.
6 

The motivation for inserting these matrices is 

that we can quickly analyze the tensor content of the M's. Later, we 

will see that the M's become the fourier transform of the bilocal 

currents in the light-cone model. Since only the vector and axial 

vector contributions survive the trace, we neea only insert Yo and 

into the traces: 

(q + wp) 
(Tr(y Y Y yo) Tr(y°1n1) W cc G 

I-lV v I-l P v 

+ Tr(YI-lYp YvYoY5) Tr(Y
O
Y5 m)} . (4) 

Now we define 

Vo (w) Tr(yO tr/) 

° A (w) Tr (y 5 Y 0'}rt) 

We now combine all definitions to obtain the expression: 

W 1 (q + wp) [S VO(w) - iE AO(w)] cc 
I-lV v P I-lpvo I-lpvo 

(5 ) 

Equation (5) contains the main results of the paper. The term V(w) 

is nothing but the fourier transform of the bilocal field v(xIO), 

while the factor (q + xp) eventually becomes part of the derivative 

of the singularity 2 E(X
O

) o(x). Before showing the correspondence of 

(5) to the light cone expression, we must first add the contribution 

of the crossed diagram and the contribution of SU(3). With the 

addition of the crossed graph we get (coming from the imaginary part 

of the cut on the other side of the complex plane): 

-6-

(6) 

° o( o() . A = A w) + A -w., The above expresSlon 
+ 

gives the contribution of two vector currents interacting with the 

proton. The contribution due the interaction of a vector and axial 

vector current is easily found by putting in an axial coupling at one 

of the vertices: 

I Tr~5YI-l (Ii : wi) Y~ r j) Tr(rjr>?) + crossed diagram 

j 

We now add SU(3) by simply adding lambda matrices at each of the 

vertices. With the employment of the identity 

j c 

+ crossed diagram 

(8) 
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ex: 

+ crossed diagram 

a:: 
1 . (J (J 
-(q + Wp) (if b (8 A + iE VJ 
V P , a c ~pv(J +, ~pva 

In order to rewrite the above expressions so that the singu-

larity structure of the commutators is explicitly stated, we shall 

take the fourier transform of a general expression represented by 

(q + xp), F(W) v -1: 
p 

where f(x·p) = J dE; eis (p.x) F(n. We see that we reproduce the 

singularity found in the.Fritsch-Gell-mann commutators in co-ordinate 

space by taking the fourier transform of parton propagator. In order 

to make the' identification complete, we now make the following 

statement: 

a 
a::~ 

2v 
1 /:.a 
2v Tr'( 

Notice that the break-up of the proton into partons is directly 

related to the matrix ele~ent of the bilocal fields and that the 

singularity 2 Op E(XO) 5(x) comes directly out of the propagator 

(q+Wp). 
P 

With these identifications, we immediately arrive at the 

Fritsch-Gell-mann commutator, given in the introduction 

-8-

The derivation of the light-cone commutators in the other 

variations of the parton model proceed much the same way. In the 

nonperturbative parton model of Landshoff, Polkinghorne, and 

4 Short , the only difference is an internal loop integration. 

The singularity again comes directly from the parton propagator 

and the bilocal current is again related to the parton-hadron 

amplitude. 

In much the same way, we can extend the parton approach 

to derive all the curren~ commutators between bilocal currents. 

Since the algebra of traces is much the same in both cases, 

it is not hard to show that the commutators of bilocal currents 

has a direct counterpart in the parton model. To derive 

the commutator between a local current and a bilocal durrent, 

for example, the parton analogue would ge-to include three 

current lines attached, to the parton line in fig. 1. 

The question of interactions mediated by gluons poses 

an interesting problem. Cornwall and Jackiw, via the 

8 infinite-momentum quantization technique of Kogut and Soper, 

have shown that the (+,u) commutator in a theory with 

chargeless massless vector gluons remains independent of the 

interaction. Likewise, it should be possible to show that, 

when one adds massless vector propagators to our. parton approach, 

the interaction does not affect the (+,~) component derived 

from a free-field approach. The complication, of course, 

to such an approach is that the renormalization program, 

when properly carried out, destroys most of the desirable 

; 
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features of the parton model and the' light-cone approach • 

. Neglecting the important question of renormalization, however, 

we can make some useful observations concerning the validity 

of the (+,v) commutator in an interacting theory. For example, 

if we take the modified Bjorken limit, the relevant Feynman diagrams 

for the Compton scattering amplitude contribute to the equal-tau 

commutator. It should be possible to show that, when the (+,v) 

component of the diagrams appearing in fig. 2 is analyzed in the 

modified Bjorken limit8,only diagrams like fig. 1 contribute to 

order o(l/q-). 

For a theory of scalar and pseudoscalar gluons, a simple 

power counting argument is sufficient to show that only fig. 1 

contributes to the equal-tau commutator in the modified Bjorken 

limit. For higher order diagrams with n fermion propagators, 

each Feynman denominator contributes a q-, while only every 

other <4 in the numerator contributes a q- (this is because 

two y+'s cannot apprear: next to ecah other in the numerator, i.e. 

y+y+ = 0). Thus, higher order diagrams like in fig. 2 

contribute to order o(1/q-)n/2. Only the lowest order diagram 

(with one gluon line) contributes to order o(l/q-), and 

this contribution vanishes through gauge invariance. This naive 

approach to the problem of interactions works sufficiently 

well for scalar and pseudoscalar gluons, but fails for vector 

gluons. The reason is that an extra y occurs at each vertex, 

between the various ij 's, which makes possible a q- contribution 

from all the ,ij's occurring .in the numerator. Gauge invariance 

alone is not sufficient to eliminate the infinite set of diagrams 

which contribute to order o(l/q-). 

-10-

3. CONCLUSION 

The fact that the Fritsch-Gell-Mann light-cone commutator 

7 
can be derived from a simple parton approach should not surprise 

us too much when we, realize that the alge~ra of traces performed 

upon 

reproduces the manipulations performed upon 

+ crossed 

graph 

Establishing the equivalence of the two formalisms becomes 

more than just an academic exercise when differen~ types of 

interactions are turned on between free quarks, as in fig. 2. 

A simple power counting shows that, when scalar and pseudoscalar 

interactions are turned on, all graphs like fig. 2 do not 

contribute to order o(l/q-) in the modified Bjorken limit. 

When vector interactions are turned on, however, such a 

naive picture breaks down. Our techniques can easily be generalized 

to include commutators of bilocal currents • 
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(p I [J (y), J (0) JI p > 
j.l v 

where is the fermion propagator in the co-ordinate space, 
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(iYp 
dP + m) ""F(y2) 

~ iy dP /\...(i) 
bJ P l<~ 

For 2 
Y ~O it is a trivial exercise to show that the boson 

t /\(y2) propaga or y has the behavior 

2 
""F(Y ) 

. 0 2 0 2 
c

l 
E (y ) 6(y ) + c

2 
E (y ) g(y ) + .••.. 

Retaining only the most singular part we get 

cc 
2 

Y ~O 
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, FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Simple parton model of Bjorken and Paschos. 

\ 
to 

Fig. 2. Parton picture when the interaction is present between the 

partons. 
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